E! NETWORKS INTERNSHIPS
OPEN POSITIONS FOR WINTER/SPRING 2006

ABOUT E! NETWORKS
E! Networks is the world’s largest producer and distributor of entertainment news and lifestyle-related programming. The company operates E! Entertainment Television, the 24-hour network with programming dedicated to the world of entertainment; The Style Network, the destination for women 18-49 with a passion for the best in relatable and inspiring lifestyle programming; and E! Online, located at www.Eonline.com. Internationally, E! programming can be seen in more than 120 countries worldwide, reaching 600 million homes. In addition to its ventures for locally programmed E! branded channels outside the U.S., the company operates the E! International Network, a 24-hour English language global entertainment channel available via satellite in Europe, Africa, Asia Pacific and the Middle East.

E! NETWORKS INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Here at E! Networks, the home of E! Entertainment Television and Style Network, we are committed to identifying and developing our interns, promoting a high level of motivation and morale, assisting interns in developing their career goals, and maximizing their potential. The E! Internship Program offers a variety of personal and professional growth workshops that interns are required to attend. All majors are welcome and students must receive academic credit. E! requires interns to complete a minimum of fifteen hours per week for at least a two-month commitment. Internships are offered year round with rolling application dates. All internships are unpaid. To apply you must submit your resume online at www.eentertainment.com.

THE FOLLOWING INTERNSHIPS ARE STILL AVAILABLE FOR SPRING 2006:

CREATIVE SERVICES
This internship will allow interns to learn firsthand how a print advertising campaign evolves through the different stages of marketing strategy, concept, creative execution, approvals and on to press. Interns will assist designers with campaign storyboarding, comping, and layouts. Graphic Design, Photography, or Advertising majors preferred.

E! ONLINE EDITORIAL
Interns will provide general support for the staff at E! Online including writing, website maintenance, minor editing, image scanning, HTML and updating site content. Students will also assist Senior Editors with projects involving research, online chats and updating daily questions submitted to the site. Students interested in Print or Online Journalism are preferred.

HUMAN RESOURCES
Interns will be exposed to various aspects of Human Resources administration including Benefits, Compensation, Recruitment and Human Resources Information Systems.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Information Technology interns work with the Technical Support Analysts studying processes and systems to provide support, training and upgrades to users.

INTERNATIONAL INTERSTITIALS
Students will assist producers with the preparation of scripts and screen tapes for upcoming projects and news shows. Interns will gather research materials and assist with online editing, mastering, chryonning and AVID EXPRESS editing. Film majors preferred. Ideal candidate will be interested in editing for television.

ON AIR BROADCAST AND MOTION GRAPHIC DESIGN
Interns will be exposed to the creation of on air show packages from concept initiation through delivery. Interns will assist and observe the production of on air motion graphics including on-line, audio sweetening and smoke sessions. Prospective candidates must have knowledge of Illustrator and Photoshop. Experience with Adobe After Effects is preferred.

PRODUCTION – THE SOUP, E! NEWS, E! TRUE HOLLYWOOD STORY & DR. 90210
Interns will work with one of our shows or departments at E! to gain experience in the field of Television Production. Duties vary between departments; however, most interns will be involved with research for show topics as well as logging, transcribing and gathering interview and b-roll tapes. E! True Hollywood Story and DR. 90210 are looking for interns to start in March or April. The Soup and E! News would like interns to start immediately or for the spring quarter.

APPLY ONLINE AT www.eentertainment.com
ABOUT E! NETWORKS
E! Networks is the world’s largest producer and distributor of entertainment news and lifestyle-related programming. The company operates E! Entertainment Television, the 24-hour network with programming dedicated to the world of entertainment; The Style Network, the destination for women 18-49 with a passion for the best in relatable and inspiring lifestyle programming, and E! Online, located at www.Eonline.com. Internationally, E! programming can be seen in more than 120 countries worldwide, reaching 600 million homes. In addition to its ventures for locally programmed E! branded channels outside the U.S., the company operates the E! International Network, a 24-hour English language global entertainment channel available via satellite in Europe, Africa, Asia Pacific and the Middle East.

INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Here at E! Networks, the home of E! Entertainment Television and Style Network, we are committed to identifying and developing our interns, promoting a high level of motivation and morale, assisting interns in developing their career goals, and maximizing their potential. The E! Internship Program offers a variety of personal and professional growth workshops that interns are required to attend. All majors are welcome and students must receive academic credit. E! requires interns to complete a minimum of 15 hours per week for at least a two-month commitment. Internships are unpaid.

E! Networks offers internships year round in the following departments:

ART DEPARTMENT SET DESIGN
Interns in the Art Department will work with the production designer, art directors and the production coordinator in the day-to-day operation of set design and production for E! and Style shows. Interns will observe set designers from initial concept development through delivery and assist with props and the assembly of sets for various shows.

AUDIENCE RESEARCH
If you have ever wondered what the Nielsen Ratings mean and how Cable Networks use them, this internship may interest you. E!’s Research Department analyzes and interprets the Nielsen Ratings for the whole company and also holds focus groups in association with other departments.

CREATIVE SERVICES
This internship will allow interns to learn firsthand how a print advertising campaign evolves through the different stages of marketing strategy, concept, creative execution, approvals and on to press. Interns will assist designers with campaign storyboarding, comping, and layouts. Graphic Design, Photography, Marketing, or Communications majors preferred.

DEVELOPMENT
The Development department at E! is responsible for the production of all new E! shows. Interns in this department will view pitches and write opinions on prospective E! shows. In addition, interns will learn how to log, transcribe, and dub using E!’s library system.

E! ONLINE EDITORIAL
Interns will provide general support for the staff at E! Online including writing, website maintenance, minor editing, image scanning, HTML and updating site content. Students will also assist Senior Editors with projects involving research, online chats and updating daily questions submitted to the site. Students interested in Print or Online Journalism are preferred.

E! STUDIOS
Interns will learn how to use our Media Library and view tapes to identify celebrities. In addition, interns will be exposed on a limited basis to various production departments such as The Soup, E! News and True Hollywood Story. Interns will also attend pitch meetings, learn about the development process, provide research for shows and create their own pitch.

FACILITIES
Are you interested in pursuing a career in commercial interior design or facility management and enrolled in an interior or architecture design program? This internship will give you hands on experience in selecting fabrics, furniture and storage items for the company. In addition, interns will learn about space management and update floor plans using AutoCAD.

HUMAN RESOURCES
Interns will be exposed to various aspects of Human Resources administration including Benefits, Compensation, Recruitment and Human Resources Information Systems.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Information Technology interns work with the Technical Support Analysts studying processes and systems to provide support, training and upgrades to users.

Continued on back...
INTERNATIONAL INTERSTITIALS
Students will assist producers with the preparation of scripts and screen tapes for upcoming projects and news shows. Interns will gather research materials and assist with online editing, mastering, chryonning and AVID EXPRESS editing.

INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
Our international marketing department supports E!’s International Network. Interns will work with affiliates to update the press and media lists in our database. Interns will also research and update PowerPoint presentations for meetings with potential clients. This is a great internship for students interested in International Business.

INTERNATIONAL ON AIR PROMOTIONS
Interns will assist the scheduling of promotions into daily broadcasting and build comp reels. Interns will also learn the basics of desktop editing, and eventually write and produce a promo spot.

MARKETING SOLUTIONS
Interns will support managers with a variety of projects including brainstorming promotional opportunities and company premium branded merchandise, sourcing premium concepts, inventory, and other departmental initiatives.

MUSIC
The Music Department at E! works with various departments and shows, providing support and assistance with music-related requests. The ideal candidate must have a passion for contemporary music as interns listen to new music submissions. Interns also provide support for music searches including CD compiling, burning and distribution.

ON AIR DESIGN BROADCAST AND MOTION GRAPHICS
Interns will be exposed to the creation of on air show packages from concept initiation through delivery. Interns will assist and observe the production of on air motion graphics including on-line, audio sweetening and smoke sessions.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Public Relations interns will work closely with publicists on various projects including drafting press releases for new E! and Style Shows. Interns will also assist with press clippings and disseminating them to appropriate E! Departments.

PROGRAM PLANNING AND ACQUISITIONS
An intern in this department will research and provide updates for competitive programming and assist with on-air scheduling of E! Entertainment Television and Style Network. Interns will also have the opportunity to screen original programming. Interests in television, film, music, pop culture, and knowledge of E! Entertainment Television and the Style Network is preferred.

SHORT FORM PRODUCTION AND NEW MEDIA CONTENT
As an intern in the Short Form Production and New Media Content department, interns will be exposed to all facets of show production including writing segments and assisting producers in the studio and edit bays to create E! Wireless, New Media, Broadband, and Satellite Radio content.

PRODUCTION
Interns will work with one of our shows or departments at E! to gain experience in the field of Television Production. Duties vary between departments; however, most interns will be involved with research for show topics as well as logging, transcribing and gathering interview and b-roll tapes. Internships are available but not limited to the following production departments; E! True Hollywood Story, The Soup, E! News, International, How Do I Look, Original Specials, Style Star.

TALENT AND CASTING
Interns will research talent information including biographies, television shows, agents and managers and maintain talent audition tapes and reels in the storage drawers. Interns will also have the opportunity to assist the department during auditions.

Please visit our website to view complete job descriptions for these opportunities.

To apply, please submit your resume online at www.eentertainment.com/careers